Krishna Engineering College Students Excel in CSVTU Exam

Students of Krishna Engineering College, Bhilai have performed brilliantly in the first semester
examination conducted by CSVTU. Arvind Kumar (Mechanical) with an overall percentage of
82% is at the top of the list. Pooja Thakkar (Electronics) is a close second with 81%. Ajay
Kumar Sahu (Mechanical) and Anjali Sahu (Computer Science and Engineering) are third
position holders with a score of 80%. They are followed by Pranshul Singh Thakur (Civil)
securing the fourth position with 76% marks. Jayant Kumar (Electrical) has stood fifth with 74%.
The marks scored in each subject have also been exemplary. Pooja Thakkar has scored 90% in
Mathematics, 85% in Fundamentals of Mechanical Engineering and 82% in Environment and
Ecology. Arvind Kumar has secured 82% in Physics and Anil Gendre has scored 79% in Basic
Civil Engineering.
Hard work and undeterred determination along with hours of diligent labour and able guidance
by the teachers and management have borne fruit. KEC has, from the inception, focused on
nurturing each student individually, paying attention to the academic requirements of each one.
‘A strong foundation is the basis of engineering education’- KEC not only believes in this
dictum, but has also adapted ways to bring this to light through the academic brilliance exhibited
by the students in their outstanding result.
The management of KEC appreciated the efforts of the teachers and congratulated them for their
endeavour to be ideal mentors of the young and brilliant minds. The students expressed extreme
happiness and erupted with joy on the declaration of their result. They unequivocally
acknowledged the excellent teaching methodology, the extra efforts and the right channelizing of
their abilities provided by KEC. Parents of the students, who had reposed confidence in KEC,
said that they stand vindicated in their choice. They expressed their happiness at the results of
their children and are to glad to see their wards secure in the environs of KEC which strives to
bring out the best in their child.
Shri Anand Kumar Tripathi, Chairman, KEC, Shri Pramod Kumar Tripathi, Vice-Chairman,
KEC, and Dr. P. K. Ghosh, Principal, KEC, extended their heartiest congratulations to the
students and the teachers and urged them to continue their good work in imparting quality
engineering education. They were wished many more successes in the future.

